
Craghoppers Introduces New Men’s Outdoor Classic Apparel for Fall ‘15 
Classic Style With Updated Technology For Any Adventure 

 
Portsmouth, NH (February 6, 2014) – Craghoppers’ Classic Outdoor range stretches all the way 
back to 1965. Even from the beginning, Craghoppers has always focused on designing clothing 
that’s practical, comfortable and hard-wearing. Fabric technologies have been created and refined 
over the years, finding new ways to block the sun and showers, but the result is always dependably 
wearable, stylish and functional.  

New for Fall 15, Craghoppers has pumped up the insulation in their Thermic and 3-in-1 jackets and 
introduced a new parka to the Kiwi collection. Preparing travelers for epic adventures, Craghoppers 
delivers proven performance combined with thoughtful design and easy, everyday style for the 
ultimate go-to apparel for travel locally or globally. 

“Every season we create and refine a host of outstanding technologies and updated styling designed 
to enhance style and movement, manage moisture, promote freshness, resist stains, reduce 
maintenance, provide insulation and protect the wearer from prevailing weather conditions all year 
round.” says Lindsey Hayes, CEO Craghoppers North America. 
 
Fall 2015 Men’s Outdoor Classic Highlights 
 
Men’s Kiwi Parka CMP229 
A great addition to the Kiwi family, this parka-inspired jacket performs 
brilliantly in the outdoors, squaring up to the elements like a pro. But the 
casual styling with faux-fur-trimmed hood means it’s equally at home on 
the city streets. A new winter favorite. MSRP $160 
 
 
 
 
Men’s Howard Check Shirt CMS510  
Featuring a subtle check in muted seasonal shades, Howard has a classic 
heritage look and feel in a soft brushed fabric. The simple styling with a 
patch pocket to the chest makes this a great choice indoors and out. 
Hidden or zipped pockets for valuables. MSRP $50  
 
 
 
 
Men’s Kiwi Trek Trousers CMJ375 
There’s a new addition to the Kiwi family. Made from a soft nylon and 
cotton blend, Kiwi Treks are comfortable and practical with a simpler, 
more contemporary fit that creates a more casual style than the classic 
Kiwis. Try them out. MSRP $55 
 
 
 
 



 
Technology highlights: 
 
Aqua Dry: Waterproof, breathable, taped seams and water tight construction. 
Designed for moderate to heavy downpours. A combination of technologies and 
outer fabrics deliver guaranteed levels of breathability and all-round waterproof 
performance for protection and comfort. 
 
SolarShield: SolarShield fabric technology is tried and tested to provide UPF 40+ 
protection from harmful UV rays. Permanent sun protection comes from a 
combination of 3 things: density of the fabric construction, type of yarns used 
and fabric color.  

SmartDry: Bonded water repellent treatment makes rain and spills simply run-off 
and lasts longer than many Durable Water Repellents (DWR). Everyday styles 
become performance apparel, staying dry longer, staying lighter, warmer and 
much more comfortable.  
 
Security: Ingenious hidden or zippered pockets built in for worry-free security 
without making valuables inaccessible. 
 
About Craghoppers 
  
Created more than 40 years ago in the United Kingdom and tested by some of the world’s toughest 
hikers, climbers and outdoor enthusiasts, today Craghoppers is part of the family owned Regatta 
Group with 20,000 stores in 30 countries. 
 
The United States Craghoppers launch includes premium, performance products for hiking, 
climbing, camping and all kinds of recreational travel. Brand lines include Craghoppers, Bear 
Grylls by Craghoppers and NosiLife, the world’s most extensive line of insect-repellent clothing. 
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